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Introduction
1.1 Surfaces in Topology
In topology, a surfs.ce X is a connected# 
metx’isable topological space such that each point 
of X has a neighbourhood which is hoineomorphic 
with the set of points interior to a circle in
the Bueli&ean plane# This definition is essentia 
that used in Lefsohets’s book (!)<? from which we 
shall borrow many terms and notations#
We are
surface s wh ioh
to be concerned only vzith those
are closed, these being defined
as follows ? A surface
every covering of X by
opon sub-covering» In 
if it is compa01«
X is said to be closed if
open sets admits a. finite
other wordsP X is closed
Surfaces possess the important property 
of admitting a triangulation s that is# for a 
given surface X# there can be found a simpliqial 
complex K whose underlying polyhedron f K j is 
horaeoraorphic with X, The complex K is said to
cover X« If X is closed# then it can be covered
by a finite complex K consisting of finite numbers
(X i~S S tt
#} *1 A
a,s of simplexes s_/"s s4 ,8^ (faces, edges1 0 x
and vexjicas)
-* 2 ->
We may give K an orientation by ordering 
the vertices of each simplex in either of the two
possible ways* Suppose that* having done bo5 we
form the 2«*chain ~ £ fc“ s, « Then we s.ay that i 2sl i
X is an orientable surface if it is possible to
Ochoose the orientation of K so that 8/ « 0? where 
8 denotes the standard boundary operator of homology* 
Xn such a case® X2 is called the fundamental 
£> cycle of X« Xt can be shown that orientability 
is independent of the particular covering complex 
Ks and it is therefore an intrinsic property of x.
The sphere and torus are^probably the most familiar 
orient&ble surfaces. On the other hand® we may 
mention the projectile plane and the klein bottle,,
both ’one-sided1 surfaces, as examples of closed
surfaces whichaare non~orientable• Xn fact# the
1a tn i t iv e &i s tinc t i on b e twe en on e ** si d e &n ess and
two*sideciness coincides exactly with the distinction
between orlentable and non*orientable surfaces.
Orientability is® further® a property which is 
preserved under homeomorphiera * topologically
equivalent surfaces are orient&bl© or non-orientable
together.-
An other top o '1 o g i o al invariant of a closed
surface X is the alternating sum X - - o:„ +
of the numbers of simplexes of each dimension in 
any covering complex K. % is the Sutler Characteristic 
of X, The only other topological invariant which 
we need mention is associated more particularly
with closed orientable surfaces* This is the
genus# and like % itself it is an integer* Xf p 
denotes the genus of a closed orientable surface 
X# and 'X its characteristic# then 2 2p.
1*2 Classification of Surfaces
The topological classification of surfaces 
was completed many years ago (of, von Kerekjarto (2))« 
Surfaces are collected together in equivalence
classes under homeoraorphisms and the various classes 
are described by the constxuwtion of-particularly 
simple representative surfaces# known as canonical
forms. As we have already indicated^ we shall
confine our attention to closed surfaces.
Perhaps the best-known set of canonical
forms for closed surfaces is that which involves
the attachment of ’handles’ and 3 cross-caps3 to 
a sphere* A convenient description of these is
afforded. by the idea of the topological sum of
4siirf&ces (H. Hopf (J)) as follows
Suppose that 0 Xg are two closed surface® 
from let us remove a Steell e^ (the homeomorph 
of the interior of & circle)« and from Xo a S^ee-IX
s the frontier of each cell being homeomorphic
<£
with a circle* We may then identify points on 
the frontiers of which correspond under
some homeoffiorpttism? to. obtain a closed surface
Xj-> which w call the topological sua of and Xo«
If XL p are covered by oriented complexes KL # Kn X d X <s
2
5% ife
then e..; s e? may be taken to be simplexes 3
of 1C? » Kgs and the correspondence bevzeen the
a
eiraplexes composing the frontiers of these cells 
may be chosen to make the orientations coincide*
XL, is thereby associated with an oriented covering
complex *
The definition may be extended in the 
obvious way to include the case of any finite number
of surfaces* and it is clear that there is no 
question of the ordering of the surfaces being 
relevant to the topological type of any sum 
(i«e»9 the $adding* process is both commutative 
and associative)« For convenience* we still speak 
of ’topological sum5 when we are considering a
single surface without any associated excisions 
or identifications„
It can he shown that any closed orientable
surface is homeomorphie with the topological sum
of p*X closed surfaces * * * $ where
is a. topological sphe.re^ and 7^ P 7^ .are
homeomorphs of a torus# The integer p is uniquely 
defined? and may take any one of the values Q?X?,»,f
this number is called the genus of the surface*
Thus a double torus? which has genus 2, is 
homomorphic with the topological sum of a sphere
and two anchor rings,
For the sake of completeness? we add that
any closed non-ori on table surface is homomorphic
with the topological sum of q closed surfaces
W~ ? W^$ * . * ?W fl which are all hosaeomorphs of the J, d t|(
protective plane? q Is Just the number of 'cross-caps* 
mentioned above, and may have any positive integral
value# Quite often q? too? is called the genus
of the corresponding surface? and we have the relation
7C« 2 - 3?q,
Other well-known canonical forms are the
- 5 ~
convex polygons with pairs of directed sides
identified* We shall not pause to consider these 
in detail® Instead? we end this section by describing 
a very simple canonical form for closed orientable
surfaces fox* which' we have some use later* This 
is called by Lefsehetss a two-sided disk AT1 with 
p holes? p again being the genus*
>0t 33XP b© & closed connected subset of the
Euclidean
Jo> J3»” 
which are
is J « Jo
plane Eg? bounded by p*3a Jordan curves
? J ? with J__ enclosing J„ „ J ?X> u x H p
mutually extex'ior® The frontier of D7) 
.p* ,„CL J, « Wr, * X# say* We now performJL $»* tX, kJ~ VJ
a disjunction of each point d s Dp - J into two 
points d*? <3L? and topologise the sets so formed 
to give two homeomorphs Dp w J * U {d*} Dp =s J * U {d«4 
oa? Dp. Then Ap & Dp VJDJ is the homeomorph-of a
closed orientabl® sux'f&ee of genus p. We call A p 
a p~hole&» two-sided disk.
1« 5 Surfaces in 'fhrec-Space
In the classical theory of surfaces? the
term ’surface5 is used to mean the set of points 
of Euclidean three**space U3» determined either 
by some equation of the form p(x»y>a) ~ 0? connect! 
the cartesian oo-ords* x» y« & of each point of
the surface, or alternatively by a set of three 
parametric equations x j=j X(u?v), y « x(n,v),
8 » 2(u,v), Xf> Tj> Z being real single-valued 
functions of the real" variables^ or parameters
u*,v, which are tacitly assumed to be differentiable
or even analytic,, as the occasion demands, Similar
assumptions are made concerning the function F»
For Bost purposes, the latter definition of surface
is inore convenient, It is useful, too, to write
these i^arametrio equations in vector form
r(u,v) ss {X(u,v),X(u,v),2(u»v) ), where r is the 
position vector of a point of co-ords. x,y,z»
Suppose that r - r(u,v) determines a 
subspaoe S of E ’ -• Then S may, or may not, be 
the homeomorph of a surface in the topological
s *»
sense previously defined* Pox' example?
S’ « ( cos v cos u, cos v sin u, sin v) is 
vector of a $uelidean sphere - a closed orientable 
surface of genus aero - while r « (v sin a cos u3 
v sin a sin u- # v cos a) > where a is fixed# is the 
position vector of a right circular cone o of semi- 
vertical angle eu There is in 0 no neighbourhood 
of the point (0#0#0) homeomorphio with the interior 
of a circle# so the origin is in this case a 
t o p o X o g i c al s i n gu 1 a r i t y«
If S is free of topological singularities# 
then it is homeomorphic with a surface X& -and if
X is closed# it is necessarily orient&ble# since
closed non-oriontable surfaces cannot be represented 
by subspaces of a Euclidean space of less than
four dimensions# Such a subspace S associated 
with a position vector r s r(u#v) we>;oall a 
parametric model of X* (We Shall not be concerned
with the distinctions which must be made when the
same subspaae 8 is determined by two different
position
sets.-.of parameters*) We call the correspondence . r
f beween pairs (u#v) and points of S a parametlsation
of 8«
Of great importance are the two families
of p&fametric curves u » constv « const* Throug
each point of S thox*e passes at least one curve
of each family* Xf through a point a&B there passes 
exactly one curve of each family* vze call a an
ordinary point of 3 with respect to fj othex’wise
a is called a singular point or singularity* We 
always assume that the singularities are isolated? 
in the sense that each such point is contained in 
a neighbourhood which contains no other* We see? 
therefore? by applying the Weierstrass theorem 
to the compact space S, that the singular points
form a finite set* Xt is a woll-known fact that
if there are no singular points associated with f? 
then S is of genus one (the homeomorph of a torus),
S upp o s e t h a t s e 3 i s a s i n gu 3, ari t y vzi t h 
respect to some parametrisation f* Since s is 
isolated? there is a neighbourhood W of s containing 
no other* singular point, Also? from the fact that 
S is a topological surface? it follows at once
that we can construct a homeomorphism h of a
neighbourhood of s onto
a eii’ole r in the plane 332* 
may be modified if necessary
the interior /\ of
Th i s h ora eom o rp h 1 sm
$o that the families
1u w const* $ v a constopOf parametric curves in
the neighbourhood of s are mapped onto continuous 
families of differentiable curves in Z\ „ having 
the same parameters u^v, We can choose polar 
co-oMs» (^30) fox* Bn in such a way that h( s) is 
the origin of oo*ordsM and the circle T*# given 
by § =3 1, lies in Z\» Since each point off* is
rig. 2
the image of an ordinary point of 8, 
u » u(9) passes through the point o 
onr*j and it has a uniquely defined
vector at c9 sensed in the direction
a u n i qu o c u r v e
of argument ©
unit tangent 
o f i n c v e a s i n g v *
By construeting at the origin a unit vector strictly
parallel to this tangent vector, vzc determine a 
second point d, say, off*. As the point c describes
the curve f"
increasing ©
d describesT
exactly once in the direction of 
(the ’positive’ direction), the point 
* a finite number of times positive
IX
or negative* The number ,i Is called the index 
of the singularity s« The sarae value of j Is 
obtained using the curves v « const * (The above 
Is only one of several ways of defining the index 
of a singular point:of* Alex&ndroff~Hopf (4))*
The singular points of S? being finite 
in numberj? may be denoted by s 0 s. » ;het
denote the index of sIn
of Poincard C*5) x> w© have II n ;j » " nissX m
Then- from a theorem
2p) *'K (*?? 2
m
k
1*4 par&metrie Mehie JLs as Canonical Forme
As above* leib r s; r(utfv) dote mine a
paramotrisation f of a closed orientable surface
of genus p* lying in Bk * We are interested in?
Thus we are
the problem of cone true ting pa rata© trio models 
which are sufficiently simple and symmetrical to
merit the name ^canonical form3»
looking for subapnees S which are regular in forsg 
and with the singularities of f distributed regularly 
over S* Xt is natural0 too$ to require that the 
families of parametric curves should be orthogonal*
A thirds and fairly strong* condition which we 
Impose is that the singularities should be of common
index? many of the subsequent results depend on
•* 1 2
this condition*
if f
each of Index
°f im (“-n
first of all
is associated with m singular!ties? 
js then we say that the model S is
« We have mj w 2 - 2p» Let us consider
the simplest cases p w 0? pal.
Per p sa 0 * there ax'5© two possib:111ties
namely m « 2S j ~ 1 j, an d m « 1 > j 33 2 J £ind
corresponding to each of the se there is a well-
known parametric .model of the sphe re, obtained
in the following way.
Let x,y»& be cartesian co^ords* f o r E 9»
5
and let Eg denote the plane g * R » Qs s the
2-*sphere y^* z& ~ R> 0, 
possible* parametrisations of Bg 
co-ords, x?y, and by pol&rs r>0,
by adding a point co, and map the
The two 1 simplest
are by the cartes!
Xf we close Bp
p a ram e t r i c curve s
x « coast., y as const, (orthogonal families of 
st, lines meeting only at the point co ) onto the 
sphere S using the inverse stereogr&phie projection 
hs33g->S<> then we obtain a parametrisation of 3 
having a single singularity, of index *2.> at the 
vertex of projection (O^O^K): from the elementary 
properties of h* it follows that the parametric
curves are families of circlesB
Similarly# h maps the straight lines r « const
and the circles 9 - const* onto the meridians arid
parallels of the * latitude^longi tude1 parametrisation 
of 8j» which has singulax’ities of index 4*1 at the
two ’poles’
These models# as fax’ as the above conditions
are concerned# are both canonical forms for genus
aero9 and certainly no simplex’ models could be
expected* It will be seen later that only the 
second of these belongs to the general class of
models with which we shall be concerned.
type (X#2) typ’e (2#1)
When p Ki ls we have mJ « 0, # so that rn 0
or j w 0, We may ignore the second of these 
possibilities# and so we have to consider only 
parametx'4!nations free of singula?? points. As in
i/j.
the case of the
with a model whi
s i rap 1i £y. Th i s 
imb©dding of the 
v e o t o r r (u, v)
sphere* we are already provided
oh it is scarcely possible to 
is of course the ’ anchor«*ring? 
torus (Fig® 4)* given by the 
(( B*reoav) cosu«, {p*roosv) sinu s wsin v)
where R>r>0* Both families of parametric curves
are families of circles*
Mg. 4
For higher values of p* the number of 
possible types may be larger* and we end
this chapter by deriving a formula for the exact 
number of distinct types possible if m is even*
We shall see that m does inibf&et satisfy this last 
condition whenevex' one family of parametric curves 
on S has a certain simple property.
Suppose then that p>l* to give raj<0*
Then j itself is negative, say J ~ -g, where g>0? 
and mg « g(p-l)o Xf m « 2n* say* is even* then
we have simply ng - p«*X. Bow p-X is & positive
f*X «2 
1 P2
some integers ru ,!!,,» «,»♦ ,n » a.> n.> QP X <„’ Q 3. X
as a product p^ PpC *’*P^ of powers of primes
integwr» and may be expressed uniquely, therefore, 
aq‘A X 
<
q.
al 11 °n a p0 »»«»p
a, ®l“nlna2"n2 naq“nq P-, Pg ...p^q i
Hence the number of possible types is
(* 4' 1) o q „ (CC 4“ X ) 
Q
OHAPTCT. TWO
Surfaces Associated 
With a Family of Planes
X 6 **
2*1 Plane Intersections
In this section we shall prove the following
result s
THBOfflM X: If XC is a oontlmioua* on©**parameter 
family of planes filling three*space and SC3L 
Is a parametric model of a closed surface> such that
1) through each point of B there passes 
exactly one plane of the family H „ and
11) the Singular points of the curves of 
intersection of 31 with $ are of common index# 
then the number of singularities is even.
W© observe first of all that if S io of 
type (m»&&d j- is odcU then m is neeassarVXy 
even invi w of the relation mj » g ** 2p g our 
proof will hold both for $ even and for j odd„
But before proceeding to the proof itself* we shall
discuss in soae detail what is involved in the
notion of a continuous one*par&mot©r family of 
X>lanes satisfying condition &)♦
4> #«5«
/
We suppose that the parameter w of the 
family 31* «^?(w)}la unrestricted by inequalities*
and so ranges through the real mmbers» Wo also
xy
stipulate that w parametrises *& in such a way that 
there is a number JOG such that® given any two 
values w$ w* of the parametex*® l?(w) « w / w*®
implies jw - w* J>&» This condition ensures that 
w ms through X£ without at any stage ’ doubling b&Qfc* ♦
We denote $?(w)ns by the symbol S(w}® and 
consider two oases?
at) there are planes ?MeS for which S(w) s? 01 
b) B(w) Os for all values of v/«
Lot us examine each case in turn*
a) Suppose that* for w w^e S(w) « 0« Then® 
by increasing (or decreasing) w from this va3,ue#a 
further value w « can be reached for which S(w^) 0
SCw^e) =s 0® for all € >0 and sufficiently small*
A further* increase in w traverse© only values for 
which $(w) 0® but because B is compact and condition
i) holds® a second value w » wrt must be encountered*
t£
with the property that S(w^) $4 0® SCw^e) & ch for 
all' €>o and sufficiently small (of* I*ig*5)* ^he
fact that 8 is connected guarantees that U S(w) » S
Xf we increase w still further® it may happen 
eventually that a value of the parameter is 
met for which P(v/*) » P(w) ® whore w takes some 
value in the range wx w Xn such a case,
the may be modified if neoossax^y to give
B(w) « P(w*) if and only if $ s w? mod say*
Otherwise 'we modify 31 Itself by replacing that 
part of the family which does not meet S by another 
subfamily^ in such a way that the above process 
may be carried out*
“** &b) Xf ©very plane of H meets 1 
increasing the parameter from any given value w? 
we reach a value w* such that P(w) » P(b*K and 
we then modify the parameter as above to give
Xn both oases* therefor©* we arrange that 
each plane of 21 is associated with a complete
congruence class of values of w9 Two values in 
the saxa© class will bo called equivalent, Simple 
examples of such families 21 ay© formed by 1) the
19 *
set of pl&nee parallel to a given plane* and 2} 
the x^enoiX of plane® through a given sb .line 
{the condition i) implying that s does not intersect 
this line)s Any model 3 associated with the first 
of these belongs to category a)§ and in fig* 6 
we show how we should modify K as described above*
Fig« y gives another speeteen of a family 
Mi to illustrate the wide variety of possibilities& 
This family is composed of portions of tthree pencils 
with parallel ases» Xt is interesting to not© 
that suitable families are not formed by combining 
four or more such pencils in a similar way*
we describe some of the properties 
of these intersections© using a few results of 
Poincare (6)* Xn general© l?(w) intersects 8 in 
a fiaite system 8(w) of non-intersecting simple
closed curves (homeomorphs of a circle) which we 
denote byo^w), <r p(w) „ * * * # cr ^(w) * but neighbouring 
sets 0(w) e $(w*e) are not necessarily homecaorphic. 
Poincare describes two things which may happen to 
bx*ing thl s abou & *
^irstlyo there may be values of w at which
one of the <r (•$■) reduces to a single point* Suppose
that« for w S3 w0i) <r^(w) reduces to a single point <u
Then* fox** sufficiently email e>0p either <rjw *e5 3 Cl
is'a simple closed curve* and o'Xw.-e) vanishes 
3 d
completely® or vieo^versa* Such a point is called
a uvuw#
Secondly® there may be values of w where
two of the o> (w) meet to form a closed curve with «x
a multiple point (of order one> in the sense of
** 21 -*
the theory c>f plane curves) * If <r^{w) and <r (w)A g
are two di si
and as small
;inet closed curves for w - ■> |ftj>0
> as we please^, which meet at a point p
for w then Poincare proves that * P g P
is in fact ci single simple closed curve say*
and the nusn'l>er of curves in S(w) i© thereby reduced
by one* Fo3
A J
Lnts such as 3 are called ©ad&l.e**poXnis«
>
jossibility which Poincare does not mention
is that two curves ^(w)? ^(w) may® for w » w say®
coincide conipletely to form a single closed curve
tr « This haj>pens® for instances for the planes
$ es ±r in the case of the anchor** ring of 0h#l (p*X4)«
Xn such a both ^(w) &nd<r*(w) vanish completely'
immediately to one side or other of the plane P(w ) <, c
Wo call cr a 0 curve of contact of P(w }«
e do not of vaum envisage snoh * degenerate*
occurrences as the existence of a closed 2-oell
common to B and some plane F(w) ® as might happen*
for instance if 8 had a ’flat* x*egiem«
Obviously& several nodes may Xie in tl
same plane® which may also contain saddle^points
and curves c>f contact* Two ©add!appoints may even
lie on the gsame curve ? which may itself be a
•* 22 **
curve; of contact of the corresponding planew Moro 
generally still# a curve <r(w) may have a multiple 
point of multiplicity greater than one# where three 
or more simple curves meet» We shall now consider 
the situation immediately to either side of the 
plane P(w) in such a $ase,
A basic property of any closed orientable
surface BC3S.„ is that it is the common frontier 
5
of an unbounded subset A# and a bounded subset B
of 3Sj» which are open# disjoint# and such that
AUBUB » K«<= A is called the exterior# and B the 
5
interior# of B«
Suppose that P(w) has a non^null intersection 
with 8# and contains no saddle*»pcints# nodes# or 
curves of contact* Buoh a member of 31 can always 
be found since w® assume that the nodes and saddle-
point® are isolated in the sense that each is
CO:ntained bma nei ghbou-rhc50 & of1 S which containa
no other node or s &d.dle**p<>1 nt» wh110 $he cmr v e 0
Of contact are * 1selated1 too in the sense that
if I? (w ) c c on tains a curve of cont&otg then there
is an e > 0 such th,at. P(w) does not- w -e < w <vz0 0
w w * The Inter■section S(w) therefore consists
of finite :number 0f simple5 c3,osed eurv00 (w)t
<r
2 ( W)' g « » ® 4# <5 (vz) »V
be t us wri •60 p(-w)rlA s» A,..« P(w)nB « B »sv V>
Then it is clear that A $ B are disjoint open
subjects of 2? (is?) with common frontier S(v/)$ such
that ~A,_ UB # ~~ P(w) ** S(w) « A, is unbounded* 3 w w w w
la bounded^ and each has a finite number of
component®
say a fox5 ’ w
the 3.- and
ef* Bowman
(maximal connected open sub-sets)»
A & and b for B « (a **»X& b •*! are vz * — •w »v
Q-dimension&I Betti numbers of B I w
(7)/)
Bow consider a e&ddXe^point Q of multiplicity 
k lying in the plane P(w) » The form of S(w) in 
the neighbourhood of Q (the * critical region1) 
is illustrated in Mg» J for k «? J* There are 
2(k * X) segmental regions with common vertex Q
belonging alternately to $*** #or e mall enough* 
S(w**e)* 3(w*e) are locally* of the form shown In 
Mgs* 10* XX* again fox* k #® Xa the oritioaX 
region* both S(w*e) form k<X *horns* I in
FCw-e)* points on the ooaves side of each apex
vj+e
:•> i vv
Mg/ 9 Mg. XO
are in , while in such points are inv/«»e
* The situation is clear from the diagrams
Xiet aX*^3 *ag^o* ° * *awa*$k-H points on 
near these home* arranged in the manner of Pig*
so that a. * belong to the same closed oux*v@* X X
and Xie on the edges of the same horn* Since Q 
is isolated* w o&n guarantee that the plane X^Cw-e) 
contains no singular pointe® The curves of SCwee)
are therefore without multiple points* Suppose 
then that we start from the point and trace
out 3(w««e) in the direction away from the critical 
region* Since on th© same closed cum«
25
we must eventually return to a1 # via the point 
but in describing this path wo may also enoounter 
some others of the a’s and p’s* Suppose thAt a, 9 
i £ 19 is the first such point nex-t after itself* 
Then £L is the next? and it is easy to see ( by the 
Jordan Curve Theorem) that» since there are no cross’ 
points* v/e cannot' return to p^ from this position
any curve without entering the critical region 
some path not in S(w^€)« Bence the "first
point mot after a~ is some P> say p,.* which is ofX ij
course followed by and then* by the above 
argument* by some point g, 5 and so on* ending with 
fk and back to a_ « Xf all the a*© and 8?s Xie on 
the curve so described* then &X3« the horns belong 
to the same component of Af* * Otherwise* suppose
al
s does not lie on the curve* Then we may again
set out from a * termine a further set of
Lnts aei *0 ,,aA 9«««*p lying on the same curve of
S ( W«* € )
By repeating this procedure a finite numb
of times$ we exhau©t all the a’s* arul determine
a collection of set s of points each of which
determines a cornpcn,©nt of Aw-e to wilich the horns
associated with the. t set belong0 B3r counting the
number of pairs a in -any such set® we may form a a
a partition (f^, $, , *» $ ) of k^X® r being equal 
to the number of oomj>onents of A~__ which protrude 
into the oriticaX region*
W*» €
Bov/ it is exult© clear that® as we change 
the parameter from w-e to these horns join
together and so unite the r components of ftW“~€
;o form a si le oompo&ent of A^ « Assuming W “t* g.
for the moment® then® that Q is the only singular
point in P(w)® we have W"*£ a** * {r*»l)W’f’G
Similarly® we see that only one of the
components of has points in the critical -region
Consider a component of A** having £ horns*
As w pass to these horns unit© and determine
(’ml off’) £ .*• X oomx>on©nts of B~ * Summing $ w*^ e
over the Vs® we have therefore that
Uw*» £ b»w*e £ XL £ *” r) ** 3,4 5?hus» Sasl $
a,W** G
b**w** &
a*
SWVH«£
4, ( r^.X ) ®
«?* (r**l) *» k'
(Botioe that q is allowed, to bo either positive 
or negative® so that equations (1) each includes two 
oases»)
At a node# the situation is much simpler* V/© haves
a** ss a** $
W**<£ V/«f>G
«a b«* * 11W*»G W+G
or
a* **4w*e w+g
ss j>W*€
* X
W
Likewise^ at a simple curve of contact
1a*’*V/** 6 &>•«W* £ h> ©KM 4sWe
$ &
;Proof of Theorem X
a) Suppose that 8(w~) ~ ®* Then» as we u
have already seen# we have only to increase (or
decrease) w to reach eventually a value w va A
for which S(w^) ^ .(}« while 3(w^e) « 0» &lle>0
and sufficiently small« The associated S(^5
contain® only nodes and curves of contact« ^ow>
from the fact that each node a is surrounded (on s)
by an arbitrarily small closed curve cr s # we see a
at one© (Mg* 12) that the index j, of a is ♦!«u
Similarly? the index of a ’simple1 saddle^point 
p is «*!? and of a point of multiplicity k? is ~k«
Xf S(ww ) contains any node® at all® then®
- 28 *
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by the condition ii) of the theox^em* all the singula; 
points ar© nodes* nonce# since ~ 2 - 2p> we have 
that B is of genus ssero# and there are exactly two 
singularities* bet us suppose then that B is of
genUs p > 0* When S(x^ 5 contains no nodes* By a 
slight deformation of 8-(w merely Sprees in9 cash 
such multiple point slightly? this can always be 
done without creating or destroying singular points)>
we can ensure that the curves of contact have no 
multiple points: that is# S(w^ ) consists of a number 
of simple closed curves* ,Nov? let w be Increased 
slightly from w^ to W . Bach closed curve thereby
splits Into two# oxie enclosed by the other, aX
it is evident that the interior of each annulus
so formed is in B^. * Hence the numbers of components
in A.«,» 8~ are respectively t+X# t, where t is w w
the number of closed curves in 8(w^)* As w is
2? *
increased continuously we reach a similar situation, 
in reverse as it were, approaching the value denoted 
earlier by w » and we have, £e?5 ©lightlya
less than that the numbers of components in
A«* B» arc respectively r*l, r, where r is the w w
number of closed curves in S(wo}* As w varies 
in the range w~ < w < w#>8 the numbers of these 
components vary if there arc singular points ot 
curves of contact? again ve can deform 8 slightly 
without altering the number of singular points# 
to render all curves of contact free of multiple 
points• Xf there are none# then i*—** •■4. •*»•• p » 1 
Ctmuse -£> -i s ■ 0ormopted? , Suppose in fact that 
there are m singular points ieu , & each
of index *k, and n curves of contact* Then# by (1) 
and (5)$ we have:
r
m2
t ‘f'j,Xh a.t .XL b ♦ •?* n~ «* n,5 # '** tj i V X fe.
m. m«
r f Is t 4» 1 *i§3 ai * n3 "* n2 ~ * sg^
where # b„, are the numbers of components by e~ u
which A is increased and diminished at s.# g.w x
These two
It, $k 0 $? x » e »> #
respectively# and m# n* *nrtss n*JL ft »X,» {£•
relations show at once that «»mo1
X <, Thus m is even, and the theorem, is proved
a ease
w»
b) Suppo.se that every P(w) intersect© B? 
and choose a value w* of the parameter such that 
p(-vffc) contains no singular point© or curves of 
contact? thfkt such value© of w exist is now evident.
Let
A © $•
the number of component<
re have ©eena by incre&n:
b In B *
Lng w fx
[ $ “^*^s 1> t 9 »
’em w «i w* # we
reac)h a value w « w* „ where X7^s 3s W*! mod -re and so
P(w«f).»4?(w*)g the plane P{w) having 9swept through5
S i*i the process* Xf again we have-h m singular
pollit© ©., ? *»* » s * each o:.1 2 m f index **kg and n
curves of contacts then the change in t? t9 in
moving fr ow vz* to w* 1 © &©.rc»a ©Jtids using the ©am e
notation as above> we have:
m 2_
. li«» a 4X >*»X * **• »XL b 4$3«*® <Xf c * n., **> Up £3 0«?
mT m 7
d v a3 <«a j 4- mok - k s= 0 0
Thus once again sn^ «$ mnQ Xf <& B 8 of genus wo»
then there are just two node© a© in cs.se a)* The 
proof of the theorem is now complete«
2,2 Fair©
Suppose that S? 31 satisfy the ccondition©
of Theorem I« Then* if in additlcm th<a family
f3(w)} coincides pointwise with oixe fai3ally of
parametric curves on Ss we say theit S imd Xt form
a pair This means that# if’ we denote the
entire curve of parameter v by hOv) g then
S(w) « LCv )ul(v^)u *e,«UL{v ) # for some Integer 
*■* q
q> X» which may change as \v varies* We assume# ■ 
as we did in the case of w itself# that v is •
subject to no inequalities# and runs therefore 
throughout the real nujainers, parametrising 
continuously the family ^b(v)Y « Under this assumption 
it is possible then that# for some values of v# 
w must consider L(v) which are empty? hut this 
we shall see occurs if# and only if# p » 0«
If necessary# we modify v to ensure that Xi(v^e).
fox* e as small as we please# always Xies entirely
’ i
to one sideof P(w)dI2(v)* A further condition# 
which we imposei^n order to make a certain mapping 
’smooth1 (in a sense to be explained later}# is 
that only by choosing a value of w for which P(w) 
is sufficiently near a plane containing a curve 
of contact can we obtain &(v)« £»(v*) in 3?(w)# 
and such that (v^ys) 0 is as small as we please*
If It(v )c8(w) includes a curve of contact 
(which# as in 2$X.» we may take to be a simple
closed curve) # then# fox* w**e# say# where o is as
small as we please# this curve vanishes completely*
- J2 ~
Hence* for e? / o and sufficiently small $ both 
L(v±±^) lie to the same side of £>(w)* Clearly 
hCv^) consists entirely of curves of contact* 
all vanishing for w-e (<?£« Pig® i?)»
We may* confining our attention to those 
values of w for which S(w) $4 Cb regard w as a . 
single-valued real.function of the real .variable 
v® Thus w 22 v;(v)0 defined by the relation 
'&(v)c P(w(v)) — w(v) is the parameter of the • 
plane containing l»(v)» And we suppose that this 
function is everywhere differentiable? the
derivative is certainly never infinite.
Suppose now that S(w) - L(vn)UL(vo)u.♦ouh(v ), x g q
With each bCvf) we associate a positive or negative
(dv/1dv/v^v*^ Oo curves of contact
Sv/vmvj 58 we may that LCv^)
is neutral. in such a case# Xt is possible for
fdwl rt»
^"v/ v~~q without L(v^) consisting of curves
|dwl
of contact* Xn such circumstances* howevex** l&v/v~v;+€ 
e * 0 and small as we please* is always definitely 
positive or negative* and this sign is therefore 
naturally assigned to L(v^) itself# Thus in the
pair illustx'&ted in Fig» 14® X»(vg)a L(vg) are neutral?
L( vn ) »L( v^) »■ and L(v^) are negative? and b(v7)7 * ♦57
L( v4) „h( v,,) are positive 4 9
Let H > K be the numbers of positive and4* **
negative L(v) respectively in P(w)* Then we call
the integer Xu « I Stf ~ li i the signature of P(w)W *4* *"a ’
with respect to S* Xt will appear shortly that*
when p>03 is in fact the modulus of the local
•* **
degree (see H. Hopf (8) for a definition of this term) 
of a certain map‘of one circle on another* The 
following theorem* then* is essentially little
else than a statement of the fact that# since this 
mapping is smooth> the local degree is equal to • 
the global degree. The proof? however* is quite 
simple* and we Include it in full.
TKE0R23M XX:- Xf p>0? then 33^ is independent of 
the value of w.
Proof? Under the hypotheses of theorem X? a surface
of genus p>0 has no nodes* hut may heave curves
of contact and saddle-points* Let us adopt our
usual procedure* and start with some plane P(w)
(which may* or may note intersect s)» By increasing*
or decreasing* w * we sweep out the whole of S?
and run through the entire family Ih thus allov^ig
for all possible changes in B.«w
Xt is clear that B changes? if at all*
only at values of w for which P(w) contains either
curves of contact or saddle-points* But it follows
at once from out conditions on v that the occurrence 
dwof a saddle-point does not affect the sign of ?
and does not alter the number of distinct eux’ves
I«(v) in the corresponding £(w)* Again# when a 
curve of contact is met# the number of distinct
curves L(v) is either increased of decreased by
exactly two# and the associated derivatives are
always one positive# one negative# since curves
of contact correspond to maxima and minima of
the function w(v), Hence D ~ D~ for all values w w
of W# and the result io proved.
We may now speak of the signature of the 
pair )# and write this H(3»XX )« We shall
have occasion shortly to re**parame tries both the
parametric curves v = const* and the family of 
planes of given pairs. We observe# therefore# 
that the signature I>(S# IX)# provided that the 
re-pa.rametrication does not alter the number of 
L(v)fe in any plane# is also independent of the
way in which t h e p a ram 01 e r s v# w are chosen.
Corollary 1 s Xf there is a value of w for which
S(w) £3 0# then XX) ss 0 s.
Prom this we deduce
Corollary 2 2 Xf JXS.K ) 0 # then S(;w) ?- 0# for all
* J 6 **
XXX :• Xf p>0> then 35(8*11 } is even,
Proofs Xn view of Corollary X above# w© may 
asswe that every plane of Xc intersects $, further 
as we have already pointed out* the occurrence 
of sad&Xe-points is irrelevant in the e&Xcul&tion 
of X>(3^3X )» Suppose that X^>(§) a XT contains no 
curves of contact or saddle**pointss and that 
S<&) bCv3)ub(v2)u,,,uhCv^), Let £>(>%3X ) « Iua 
» | 2u *• «u j» where <x of the X<(v^) are positive.
Let us choose one value <fcf i'sQ# where denotes
the set (lp&
to one side of P(#), As we increase v# w© may 
encounter curves of contact or saddl©-points, 
but no- nodes * ll&M® v may bo increased indefinitely 
without the vanishing of L(v)» Since B is closed# 
however# this implies that v repeats# and may be 
modified if necessary to have period 2v# say,
(As in the case .of w? w© can speak of equivalent 
values of v# meaning thereby values of v which 
are congruent mod 2ir\) Thus L(v*£v) » h(v)# and 
in x>artioular b(V,«+27r) « b(~\)« since L(v^ )
is not a curve of contact# L(v^4e)» Mv^f 2fr**e),
for e>o and sufficiently small» lie on opposite
sides of P(w)» Hence and# for som©AM#2»
0 < 2v# L(v^+Aj) ss t(y\)a $eCh <3^1$ \being chosen
as the smallest number with this property. On 
increasing v^B we must ’cross* P(w) again* eithex* 
in Xi(v^) itself* in which case q. » 2* and the theorem 
is proved* or else in some k£ Q> k/i*jt,
By continuing the process further* L(v^)? L(v^) 
are obtained* where m H i$3*te« If u « i* then <x « 4 
and there is no more to prove. Otherwise we continue 
in the same way* at each step exhausting exactly 
two values of the set Q. After a finite number 
of steps* s* we must return to )* having used
up all ex values., Thus q & gs* and B(S*3X ) s j ga-g 
is even.
Fox* p =s 0* there are no results analogous 
to the above theorems: in the process described
M M. .
above# for example# the parameter v runs (with 
non-null L(v)) through some finite closed Interval 
Oshi# with nodes at vssa# vah»
Classification of Pairs
Let £S*XE)# (S*#XC*) be two pairs» such that 
there is a hosnoomorphism hsS~*S# with the property 
that for all, values of v, hjb(v) is a homeomorphiem 
onto some co rre pending curve L*(v*) on S* # Then 
vz© say that (S#3X) is compatible with (S*»K*)« 
Compatibility ie obviously a proper equivalence 
relation, and it may be compared with the notion 
of bundle^map in the theory of fibre-bunRles*
Xt is too weak. a relation to provide in itself 
an effective classification of pairs# ' For example,-, 
two pairs (B#3X)> (S*#3I*) are always compatible 
if B# 3* are of genus 0, or both of genua X #
If S, 8* are both of genus 0* we have only to
choose a homeomorphg sra h:S-^S* such that# with
the notation of 2>2t the node v»a is mapped onto 
the node v*5a*4 and that given by v-b onto v*=b*,Bfor 
intermediate values of v# since the L(v) are all 
simple closed curves, the definition of h may be 
completed in an obvious way# The compatibility 
of any two pairs in which the surfaces are of
59 *
genus 1 is equally obvious* This relation* then# 
concentrates attention on the form of the Xj{v) # 
hut takes little account of how these are arranged 
in Nevertheless# it is natural to require
that in our final classification# members of the 
same class are compatible* The relation which 
w do in fact propose as the basis of a classification 
of pairs is defined in the following ways
Let be compatible under
a map HsSq-^S^* Xf there is a family of pairs
t £X «[0#l] # compatible with (S^X^)
undo,!? homeomorphisms h, sS0~*S^ which foxnn a homotopy 
,-i y '
from isS0-^>80 to hsSg—»S1 # then w@ say that
is to It is clear that
similarity is a proper equivalence relation* Xt 
is intuitively obvious that any two pairs whose 
surfaces are of genus &ero# besides being compatible#
are also similar* We shall see below# however#
that when the genus is non-gero# similar pairs 
have the same signature# and there is therefore 
at least an enumerable Infinity of similarity
classes' in these oases*
We have seen that# for p>0# the parameter
v may be ma.de periodic* Now the set of values
4o
of v has the topology of the real line* and so#
If we denote the congruence class mod v to which 
v belongs by (v)» and require that the natural map 
v—>(v) be continuous# the set of congruence classes 
{(v)\ Is given the topology of a circle, f£hn$ 
if 0 is a circles we may set up a homeomorjlhism
^(v^-^G and write <t>((v)) °(v)* hlteewise*
wo may construct a horneomorphism Is i(w)}~^P onto 
some circumference P , We simplify our notation, 
and write 0 - icv} » ** 1^1 ?
Given a pair (Eb3X)„ then$ parametrised 
/
in a given way* there is a natural snap fsO—->P
defined by setting f(c ) « X if h(v)c:p(w}* V W
(of* p*52)« Xnvview of the conditions imposed
earlier oxi v and this mapping is smooth at all
points Xr for which P(w) does not contain a curve
of contact, in the sense that each point* such
that f(c ) « / has a neighbourhood in which f v w ■■
is one-one. further# both 0 and P are given 
orientatiohb in the obvious way by the directions
of Increasing v*w« Hence the local degree & of*IF
f is defined at those smooth points, and is given 
by in our notation-* so that Dw a j d^9 j.
** zj.X
Also the local degree is equal to the degree d(f) 
of the mapping f$ and we have D(S§.K) j &(f) j?
The corollaries to Theorem XX are now seen to he 
paraphrases of th© statements that If f is into* 
then d(f) «a 0* while If the local degree at a 
smooth point is aon*2erofi and all the points of 
r are smooth (the ©^oeptlonal points which occur 
in the case w© are considering do not upset the 
result)$ then f is cmi©« '
These observations are of use in demonstrating 
the following result # to which we ref erred above«
TOBOMK XVs Xf (S0,K0K <0^'$^) are similar pairs, 
and the genus of Sp io n’on»«$er&» then 
D{s0/I0) ** rXBx.<3Xx) » •
X^roofs By definition^ if is similar to
(Sa>3Oi then there is a family (SL/XU ) of pairs U v It t
compatible with (S^XXqK with corresponding
homeomorphisms farming a homotopy from
i;S0~>B^ to hsS^—>SX* We suppose that the >air 
<S0.$3X^) is parametrised in some way by v>ih Using 
suffices vzith the obvious meanings w© have that 
for each value v of v-> h^(k 0)) coincides with 
some curve L of B ? tow.whioh we assign the value
*» <■£ **
v itself of the gara®eUi’» BX&ee h^ is a
homomorphism, v parametrises in accordance
with our conditions» for each value of v« let
us choose a point 5pCv)£h (v) in such a way that
the totality of such points forme a simple closdd
curve 0rt in When the set of points h,(0rt) q.0 i tut
s&y* is also a simple closed curve in and there 
i
is a X**X correspondence hetvzeen points of 0^ and
curves Iit(v)» ■ Clearly the family of maps h^jo^
forms a homotopy from toU 0 1 0 X
Again, let a point ?Q(w) toe chosen in 
each plane X\(w) in such a way that the totality 
of these points forms an arc?q$ closed at one end> 
open at the other* which is parametrised in the 
natural way by the values of Mow, from the 
fact that at least that part of the family 31 of 
any pair (S,XT) which intersects B has the structure 
of a product X^XX of a plane with a finite interval 
we see that we can inff&ct stipulate in all cases
that the families 31* are parametrised in such a
*r
way that a family of such arcs r, can be formed* t
or
'with the property that the family of natural snails
S'
t o t aied by setting K^Cy^Cw)) «• y.t('w>
fenas a boss©tops' from isr^r,, to X, sr»—>r-t0 0 X u X «
Uow fox* each value of t* there is a natural 
map 7,jS defined an usual by setting ?.£e,(v))t • w V v t
» X^(v/) if Xj^Cv) c: p^(w) © We may use this
3wo^T'o
X8 T*. = VAto define a map 
Clearly this family af maps 7* constitutes a homotopy 
from to T^aB^^r^* Since this homotopy
induces a similar homotopy of maps f^sC—from 
fAgCv"*T to f^sC-^r 4» w have d(f$) « d(f^)& a*1
a fortiori, 33(8^3X0 a 33(8^,31.),
* * *s f »
»£X$/S)£1 »w«U p<s»,v>Av»A'kva«K(?wS 
Xt seems likely thatAthe equality of the
signatures is also a sufficient condition for the 
similarity of two pairs which are compatible# add 
for which the surfaces are of genus 1 or 2# hut 
we are not able to give a satisfactory proof of 
the existence of the requisite homotopy# and so 
we leave the matter here- B’or pairs involving 
ourfacee whose genus is greater than 2# however* 
we can state with certainty that the Equality of 
the signatures is not sufficient to guarantee the
«* w
similarity of compatible pairs# Xn Wg«X6 and 
Mg« Xy» we Indicate the form of two pairs which 
&rd compatible^ and fox’ both of which,3>(SbXO » 0P
although it is obvious that no homotopy of the 
kind required for similarity exists. Saeh surface 
is of genus three♦
More complicated examples of any given 
signature and of any genus p>2 can be constructed 
without difficulty* •
The question of defining such models by 
parametric equations has boon avoided so far. Xn 
the next chapter# we give explicit examples of 
the construction of such equations# and from these 
It is possible then to see how set© of -parametric 
equations yielding surfaces such a© those of Mgs. 
1$ and 1^ are formed*
Construction of
Some Simple Models
5#1 Introductory
The models which we shall construct are
intended both to illustrate the foregoing theory? 
and to provide some analogues? for genus p>l? of 
the standard models of sphere and torus, It is 
apparent from the results of the previous chapter 
that the sphere plays an exceptional role in the 
theory? and so our constructions are derived rather 
from the anchor-ring model of the torus (Mg, 4)* 
This model is remarkable in that both families of
parametric curves are families of plane curves^ 
and in fact each may be associated with & family 
of planes H to form a pair (T<?3X)? where T denotes 
the subspaoe of genus one itself, Xf 3X^?XCfJ denote 
the families of planes associated with the curves 
u ss const*? v as const* respectively? then* as is 
clear from Mg, 18* p(T,Mx) « 2? D(T,K$) « 0,
Thus (T?XTx )$ (T?I£g3 are not similar,* although they 
are of course compatible.
The intersections rX’(w) are circles both
for 3Xx and X£g * essential step in proceeding 
to cases of higher genus is just to replace these 
circles by & slightly more general type of curve*
' J.'
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DlTjEj a 2
ffig. IS
D(5?»3Ia) « 0
'2
a,>fto.«..,a„ be p distinct points X & ]/
5»g Parametrisation of a Two**si&ed Disk
Dot us identify the ‘Suclidean plan© B 
with the unextended plane Z of complex number® 
x * iy = $ »
of p >2# and consider the locus of points
such that. j ( < *> a„ ) (£ * a6) ->««($ - U. ) I » $„
As $ varies# wo obtain a family of such subsets
of Eg. having the property that its members are
not all mutually homeomorphic« of course*
consists only of the points a, themselves* and x
we consider only non*aero values of $• For $
sufficiently emails consists of «p Jordan curves*
of
each enclosing oheA the af. * and mutually exterior*
For 0 sufficiently large* is a single Jordan
curve which encloses all the <x. and approximates x
to the form of a circle as 0 is increased* For 
some intermediate values of $$ takes the form
i U'A ?'• kA ■ <- ■. A iVx;Jk
of a olo&'pd curve with a number of loops, the
l ' *
values of,; $ in question being those for which
I»a^ses]kthrough a critical point of the function
( $ t ap) « H(S)s that is, through
a sero of.H’CV). . The number of critical points 
Is therefore at most■p-1,
The loci’ are teem as lomniscatsb**&**«.% IRR1*
(seej for example, Walsh (9))® We have laid down
• r z
that p>2„ buV/the curve® are defined for p«l, and
Z-zare of course/circles in this case* The points
/ ■ ■• ■'
<x^ are called ztlte i^olos of the locus*,U/i
7
7 'Bhin/bsq now' that where§ >0, and
2tt1/p /^ ^hat «. ^X5 The poles
wreftire-.'
a» & e
a are ihere£/d$ < situated at the vertices of am /■ < " ; . :
i / ' • , ’ •regular/’polygon'.Qf. p sides, centre the origin, 
gnd every Xocu^fhas the symmetry of this polygon
yig» 19 IXidloayfces the three types of locus for
» \ / •, : .
/ 7 - • ' '
the oasj'e .•<'/ / xi
' ?/l 7 I -' /
which we are oonsMeri-hg is
giyen /dy tk4 e/fua/tion j ~ | ~ $& where $ may
't' ;
assume/any ^beltijve value*, But for our purposes-,
it ?'
it is /neoWs4>y to consider only a finite rang©
/} < K -
of v^ues /hf Which must be chosen so as to include
WfSW
curves of all three types#
■■■< 
;3
The curve which passes through the origin
has p X0O£>sd and is given by 0 » X,
has p components^ and for 0> ? •> it is a simple
obey
Jordan curve# We make 0Aan inequality of the form
therefore* where p
XSetting ~ g*(B*A)* we have
&
G < ?st“ §3 < ?2 + S3 B
< 0 *
sitive<,§A &r© both posit2 ? *
Xt is clear* then* that we may set 0 s=?r, *?»e0sv^ <S P :
ire v is & now variable parameter* which obviouoj
must have period Stt * Further* if we replace the
symbol by the symbol B(v) * which will denote 
,Plocus ’» ?g*SjOQSV> then we have £»(v)«s h(v
v)=s L(^ir'*v)^
>f erring now to l#g* p*6* w make the
following Identifications? Jr. s? X»(0)* X » b(tt)
V
The disjunction of points mentioned there is now 
brought about by distinguishing between corresponding
points of B(v) and I/(2v**v)Q Thus we parametrise a 
circle 0 «* {c^} by values of v* and set A « U[h(v)eev] » i
. . - -xrJ?
/•'. 1 • *> -.A* • ...
whore A is tepologlsed as a subspao© of JLXCh P 2
Xt is evident that A is a xj~ holed* tv/o**sid©d disk,iP
Xn order to parametrise A P we require 
soae information about the orthogonal trajectories 
03? the L(v).> Sine© the latter are loci of constant 
modulus*, their orthogonal trajectories are loci 
of constant argument* But her© i?e must he careful 
to avoid ambiguities* for the argument of a function 
ia of course a multi-valued SSSgMlI. We proceed 
as follows*
The set of points 5 on the real axis such
that ? > ax £3&pt of the loons arg(J
« 0* We make the convention that this set of points*
and. no others*, composes the entire locus/ which
we denote by M&* ^or vp small enough and positive*
- ft wwe say that the set of points 5 suoh that argCV^?^)
» kp constituting a ’ray" issuing from and making
asymptotic angle ty/p with the positive direction 
P.of the x^ealaxis is the locus &rg($1 \p P
denoted by My * Continuing in this way* for 
increasing $ vie meet no diffioulty until we 
ax^proaoh ip «ir» We then say that the locus 
arg a it consists of the real axis
together with the radial line issuing from the 
origin at an angle it/p to the real axis. And for 
ip &• k *$■ e # g>0 and as small as we please^ we say 
that the locus consists of the ray of &rg($^ J?)
or 4« e issuing 'from Up and making asymptotic angle 
ft*e/p with the positive direction of the real axis*
We continue in this way for increasing until 
when similar conventions are adbpted# and sonon,
In this way# we define a family of subsets 
with Mq, w filling the whole t;'-plane*
13 very point which is neither 1;ho origin nor one
of the poles belongs to a un.iclu e My ♦ W © set f « pu#
and write M(u) s» M Vp” 1a particular® every point
of Xj(v}# except fo X* the origlr1 on L(cos"l^)s
*3
belongs to a unique M(u)* Herices with the exception
of the two points [0»c~] # wh?=>re v denotes either
of the values (or rat li or a re 3;rresentative of either
of the congruence classes Kinod 2tc) 0 f 00 **>1 0S3 1 -2A #
?3
every point of AP is asso
elate?d with a unique pair
of loci M(u) o We therefore say that the
disk A is parametrised by withtwo singularities
which are obviously both of index X**x>« The parameter 
us it is true,$ does not parametrise the family jM(u)} 
in a continuous fashion# there being diseonlihuities
;-' - r. ■JK
along certain slits in the n-v plane♦ This to 
regard as having no great import&nee for us, however# 
since we are interested primarily in the geometrical 
form of the curves L{v,)# M(u) as .point sets*
A point [?$>& Xies on L(v) and M(u)y p
is given 'by the equations
J£ « J? OOS 9 #
(2)
y « r sin 9 $
where
C5)
? « 3s*iy,> r «a ® ~
A &5 *§>^00$ v)oos p^ B « C?«
006 £ £3 A/r^ s sin a B/r^ & < £
Fig« 1?
fox* p^J«
5*3 F&X'&metrie Models Periled from Az ' P
The final step In our construction is to
find a suitable homeomorphism of A into Onep 3
map suggests itself immediately« For equations (2) 
give us two oo^ords# out of three as functions of 
utv« Xt io obvious# too# that a natural choice
for the third co-ord » ri«z» is s « ^ain 
*
v. We ■ then
h a v 0 $ h e e qu & t1 o n & ■it$
X S3 r cos 9#
C4) y «s r sin 9#
& j# S? sin v#3
which define a surfac<5 £ Xf we
?
denote by 2X the
family of plane© P( w) t,» trh©x>e P(w) is the piane & « w
then (S#3X) is a pal X* £I© I30ci&tftd with the farally of
curves L(v) (whi oh we regard now# wi thout chung© of
notation# as curves on s)« such that D(3«2I) » G* 
There are two saddle^points# each of index l*»p*
We shall, see shortly# too# that the families of 
parametric curves are orthogonal# so that w have 
in fact constructed a parametric model of genus p 
satisfying our condition^ fox* a canonical form* 
The symmetry of this type of model is suggested 
in Fig* SO (p»3)* The two singular points have 
oo-*or ds # 0 ff Q ? ±,/ (Sj - ("?9)X
..;; ,-,..^s:'?'i':v«-’7~’ -3*7?
<*M
Mg. 20
We notice that If S(w) contains I»(v)P then 
it alee contains and of these, one is
©ncXoaed by the other in the obvious sew. We
w?
X» ( ft **
however9 «
v) still X:
envisage a
io. in the
situation
same plane
in which L(v),
P(w) # but hCv)
and Ii(v~y) are mutually exterior® 1’hie idea yield
a 8 0 eond model of genus ps which'a,gain aatisfleg
our conditions for a canonical fori
1
3R *
Xi e t 5 1?fp> 0. A home O'mo rphlsm
from A into B 
P
„„ is then defined by the parametrio
equa tions
X ss { * r cos B) iees vs
(55 y r cos B) sin v,
B » x’ sin G ,
and determines a model having the :form ehewn for
p=5 in Fig. 21. The two saddle-points now have 
co-ords. ~ J{2* *- (?»“*1 ,0. 3?he family
IE of planes P(w) associated with this model is the 
pencil of planes through the a-axis, P(w) being 
given by the equation x sin w = y cos w. We see 
from the diagram that D(Sr3l) = 2. Hence, like 
those of the torus in Fig. 18, the two models 
which we have now constructed are obviously compatibl 
(for given p), but they are not ^similar.
Fig. 21
On p.15 we showed that parametric model 
of genus p, and of type (2n,-k) is one of
(a^H-1) (ctp+1) . . . (a +1) possible types, where
«1 a2 . .. . .
Pl ...p is the prime-power exprssion of p-1.
Here we observe that the disk A may be made to 
P
yield simple specimens of each type. Thus in order 
to form a model of type* (2n,-k) we modify the 
equations (5) derived from a disk A^, by the simple
device of replacing v by v/a at vfcwo places# B© 
resulting equations '
X «? ( $,.* x4 CO8 0) 00 S v/m 
(6) y - C r cos @5 ein v/a>
a ** x- sin
det examine an unfold covering surface of of
genus p « nk 1» The associated family of planes 
Is again that for which :B(v/) has equation 
x sin w « y cos wt and we have D(SPH) 2# for 
n lt{? we obtain the model of equations (5)*
Since models of the same type are not necessarily 
compatible., however# we have not constructed & 
representative of each compatibility class*
Xn order to decide whether the two families
of parametric curves of all our models are
orthogtm&X# we have only to calculated the second
coefficient of the second differential form 
©. 2
Bdu “ •* Odu&v * Gdv " of e&oh model® We find in
fact that P 0 In both oases, so that the.families
are orthogonal* The forms themselves ax*e as follows^
a • <l $3 SvvTv% — P $* tCsS/ j^hj. (^ + ^t0Sv)W
for the model with equations (4)*
*r» w*37
as1 t
(?U+<COSQ) L 4 , u . z~—— + ——— y<Av 4-(V-Ssusm) cU
fox* those with equations (6)$ denoting the BuXor
araeteristic of the disks Z\^> Z\,„ in each ease
respectively♦
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